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The Comandante C40 Hand Grinder Range
Comandante are known for manufacturing quality, durable, and high-performing hand grinders for the specialty coffee in-
dustry. Their range of C40 grinders are available in a variety of colours, including Wenge and Bamboo, which feature unique 
patented Nitro Blade burr sets.  The C40 Ironheart is the latest addition to the Comandante family, which features a brand 
new Carbon Blade burr set design, with a stainless steel finish. 
 
Both the Nitro Blade and the Carbon Blade burr sets are adjustable for over 60 grind grade selections, suiting all types of 
brewing methods, from a fine grind size for Turkish coffee, to a courser grind for French Press. The Nitro Blade burrs are 
made out of high-alloyed, high-nitrogen stainless steel, which don’t react with coffee acids. 
 
This results in a completely neutral in chemical taste – perfect for the flavour profiles of single origins  
and delicate geishas. The Carbon Blade burrs are made out of ultra-hard carbonic steel, making it easy  
to achieve a very fine and consistent grind size. 

Colours: Wenge, Bamboo, Red Sonja, Zebra, and Black.  
 

For more information or a demonstration, contact us via the details below. 

C40 WENGE C40 BAMBOO C40 RED SONJA C40 ZEBRA C40 BLACK
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Spare Bean Jar - Clear
CHGBJ4PK-CLEAR (4 Pack)

#2 Brush - Beech Wood
COM-1802-BEECH

Spare Bean Jar - Brown 
CHGBJ4PK-BROWN (4 Pack)

#2 Brush - Oak Wood
COM-1802-OAK

#2 Brush - Pear Wood
COM-1802-PEAR

ACCESSORIES

COMANDANTE RED CLIX BURR ADJUSTMENT

#1 Barista Brush 
COM-1800

COM-REDCLIX 
 
The new RX35 Metric Precision Thread Red Clix from Comandante have been created for the professional 
coffee expert in a competition situation and designed specifically for Comandante’s range of hand grinders.  
 
Both the axle and the grind grade dial have been designed with an ultra-fine precision thread, to give the 
user twice as many available click steps compared to the original threads. This means that if you’re brewing 
currently by dialling in 10 clicks on your Comandante grinder, you will need to dial in 20 clicks with Red Clix. 
This design gives you more control over your brewing methodology, with additional click steps for a more 
precise grind. 

 Features:
- Expanded click range
- Much finer click steps
- Stable and durable click mechanism
- An additional click step between two standard clicks on your Comandante grinder

Specifications:
- Change of particle size per click (typical): 15 Micron/0.015mm
- Narrow Blade Gap at Burr Exit: 5.5 Micron

Please Note: Do not mix Red Clix parts with standard grinder parts. The extra fine precision thread on both 
axle and dial are very delicate and will get damaged if used with any other parts.


